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C ollections have been at the heart 
of UCL from its very beginning; 
artefacts and specimens to be seen 

and examined by students and the wider 
public, for learning and inspiration. Some of 
the objects in these collections have been 
acquired expressly for teaching students, 
others were created through the research of an 
individual academic, and others still were dug 

to the diversity, range, and quality of UCL’s 

are pioneering new and innovative ways to 

of UCL’s unique collections, with leading UCL 
academics invited to select and write about 
an object they found inspiring. From a jar of 

X-ray to some prehistoric cereal grains, their 
choices were often surprising, their responses 
always fascinating.
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Preface
Professor Michael Arthur
President and Provost

U to teach many disciplines, among them Chemistry, Geography and Egyptology. To support teaching 
and research in these and other subjects, the university quickly began building rich museum and 

library collections. These now number around a third of a million objects, specimens and artworks, many of 

We have wonderful display spaces where these collections are exhibited, but these are also museum 
laboratories, places of innovation and experiment. If university collections are to remain relevant, they 
must be active, dynamic; provoking enquiry, stimulating debate, opening minds. From the beginning, UCL’s 
collections were acquired for close study and handling, and were sometimes destroyed in the interests of 
research. Our most recently acquired collection – the Materials Library in the Institute of Making – is likewise 
there to be used, but unlike the early collections it is explicitly to be used by all disciplines; engineers, artists, 
chemists, archaeologists. Increasingly we see a role for our museums not only as specialist resources but as 
catalysts for new kinds of interaction. 

UCL’s history of forging international connections means that our museums hold objects from all over 
the world. This gives us tremendous potential to use our collections as the starting point for international 
dialogue, whether through repatriation, loans or collaborative exhibitions. 

In publishing this book, therefore, we wanted to convey something of the special nature of collections, of 
the particular relationship that these artefacts have to the academic mission of the university and of the impact 
they have on our current thinking. A traditional descriptive museum catalogue did not seem appropriate. 
Instead, we asked a few of our star academics to choose an object – any object – from our extraordinary 

and students and new relationships with people across the world. 
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UCL and the university museum
Sally MacDonald
Director of UCL Museums and Public Engagement

C Prospectus, published in 1826, announced: 

The Council are now about to lay the foundations of an institution well adapted to communicate 
liberal instruction … with the advantage which accrues to all from the outward aids and instruments of 
Libraries, Museums and Apparatus.

Nineteenth-century plans of UCL show museums of anatomy and natural history in prominent locations near 
to libraries and laboratories, and early photographs of these museums show objects and specimens out on 
tables, or in open cabinets. These were clearly not displays simply to be admired; they were essential teaching 
tools to be used, studied, and sometimes destroyed in the process of enquiry. 

UCL Front Quad and Wilkins Portico.
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of science requires a museum and a laboratory for his department’. Thus Robert Grant, the radical biologist 

zoological specimens for use in teaching. Flinders Petrie, professor of Egyptology from 1893, brought with 
him his own collection of ancient Egyptian artefacts, and added to it year on year. Petrie focused on collecting 

not fully understand, as potential research projects for his students. So although the collections established 
by Grant, Petrie and their colleagues were full of extraordinarily beautiful objects, they were not there for 
prestige or for show: these were working collections designed to educate and challenge students. 

Other university collections emerged from research by academics. Henry Johnston-Lavis, who spent much 
of his life studying volcanoes in the Mediterranean, left his minerals, rocks and detailed gouache drawings to 
UCL. Sir Ambrose Fleming, whose invention of the thermionic valve paved the way for the invention of radio, 

and academic freedom are fostered. 
This close association between collections and the individual personalities and passions of their creators 

is of course not exclusive to university museums, but it is a feature of almost every university collection. At 
UCL many of these individuals have been world-class academics, their research giving collections a depth and 
richness unusual in other types of museum.

The fortunes of such collections depend, however, on the reputations of their creators and the currency 
of their thinking. The apparatus and composite photographs produced by Francis Galton, founder of UCL’s 
Eugenics Laboratory, were locked away for many years after the Second World War, inaccessible even to 
curators, so uncomfortable was the university with this aspect of its history. At various times in the 20th 
century, certain collections fell dramatically out of fashion, as teaching requirements changed or those who 

UCL student practical using the zoological collection, 1887.
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founded them moved on. In 1928 Sir William Beveridge, then chair of UCL’s Estates Committee, and no doubt 

instruction’ and, if so, how and for whom? There are distinctive aspects of the traditional university teaching 
collection that still serve a key role today. Firstly, universities hold highly specialist collections and can provide 

museum as laboratory: a place for close study, for experiment, 
for creating new knowledge; a place that is intriguing and often 

have a particular duty to remain relevant to current research and 

collections. 
Yet if these characteristics are important to retain, there are 

many other areas where major change is underway. Specialist 
collections can no longer remain the preserve of individual 
departments. As universities globally seek to generate new 
research areas and to equip their students to think laterally, 
collections increasingly serve as touchstones for cross-
disciplinary working. The development and curation of digital 

many university museums are now not only open to the public 
but are playing a key role in public engagement and outreach. 
Visitors to UCL museums today can debate ethical issues with 

curators via interactive labels, talk to PhD students about their research, test out experimental interpretative 
systems and encounter pop-up displays by academics. 

In UCL’s recently opened Institute of Making, a collection is once again at the heart of a new academic 

collections, however, this is a determinedly cross-disciplinary resource, designed to inspire innovation and 

This book is a celebration of the diversity, range and quality of UCL’s collections, which now number around 
a third of a million objects and specimens. Leading UCL academics from many disciplines were invited to select 
and write about an object they found inspiring. Their choices were often surprising. Their written contributions 
are informed, passionate and eloquent. Collectively, they testify to the power of university museums to inspire 

Intimate encounters inside “The Thing Is”,  
an experimental space for outreach  

with objects.
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Introduction
Michael Worton
Vice-Provost (International) & Fielden Professor of French Language and Literature

I  fact of life that not everyone is excited by museums. Many people visit them only very 
occasionally, when on holiday, for instance, or when it is raining. Part of the reason for the lack of interest 
in museums is because they are considered boring and associated with the past. Of course, every museum 

places where the history of art, ancient civilizations, animals, fashion, rocks, medicine or whatever is displayed, 
are interpreted and made into something fascinating and intriguing. This transformation is achieved through 
the magical work of curators, who, through their choice of objects and the way they talk about them, throw 
particular light on their collections and draw us into their storytelling as we look at the exhibits. And looking 
is vital. The famous 19th-century author of Madame Bovary
interesting if you look at it long enough.’ The 

the time to look at it. And this is where it is 
important to understand that museums are 
more than places of the past and of history; 
they are also places of looking and thinking 
in the here and now. They are places full of 
objects which bring with them the wonder 
and the mystery of half-heard calls from the 
past combined with interpretations which 
are very much of the present.

University museums are very special 
museums, since they are embedded in 
institutions which are passionate about 
teaching and research and where academics 
are constantly creating new knowledge 
or reviewing, re-assessing and modifying 
existing knowledge. The university system 
is an ancient one and it has built up the 

turn have given rise to the accepted forms of 

However, in our complex, globalized 21st 
century, universities are moving away from the established silos of disciplinary work and are engaging in creative 

looking back creatively at the past and looking forward to the future through new attitudes and experimental 
use of new technologies. For instance, we are pioneering the development of object-based learning. For 
centuries, artefacts were used in teaching, but then, as two-dimensional, then three-dimensional, and later 

approaches as haptics (a feedback technology which studies how the sense of touch works), UCL curators 
and scientists are exploring how we can learn better through using and touching objects. Here, advances in 

Professor Stuart Robson colour laser scanning an object  
from the Petrie Museum.
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cognitive neuroscience have led to possibilities which could not have been imagined in the wildest dreams of 

exhibitions, and are experimenting with the very concept of the exhibition, creating single-object exhibitions, 

The physical space of each museum is also being transformed. Traditional cases for display are kept, but 
there is also a new creative and even mischievous approach to displays, as in the Grant Museum, where the 
skeletons of primates look down quizzically at the visitors or swing lazily from the balcony’s handrails. Artists 
are invited in for residences to use the museums as their studio, and the museums are used for social events 
as well as academic ones. The museum is also taken physically out of UCL in the form of loan-boxes containing 
artefacts, which are used in schools to help children understand topics as diverse as citizenship or zoology.

Behind all of this experimentation is an abiding commitment to reach out to new and traditional audiences in 

UCL has in its museums and collections many objects with fascinating stories behind them. It is also 
fortunate in having extraordinary curators who care deeply about conserving, preserving and exhibiting 
the collections. And, faithful to the 
radical tradition of UCL, they are 
transforming the way the university 
engages with the public, involving 
communities in formulating the 
research questions that will drive 
forward our major enquiries. Public 
engagement is about dialogue, about 
listening as well as speaking. It is also, 
crucially, about more than expanding 
and sharing knowledge; it is about 
shifting and sharing the authority 
that comes with knowledge. Francis 

engagement as practised by UCL’s 
curators, scientists and scholars helps 
to share and democratize the power 
of knowledge.

Our curators are radical also in 
encouraging more and more people 
from more and more backgrounds 
to listen to their curatorial stories but 
also, just as importantly, to create 
and share their own stories. The museum is no longer a place of single authority, but rather one where many 
views and interpretations meet and interact. 

of the past and of history; they are also places of looking and thinking today, in the present. They are also 
places of surprise, places where we discover things that suddenly, unexpectedly, speak to us and help us to 
make connections. These connections are with other ideas, with memories from the past, with things learned, 
thought, felt, loved and sometimes lost. This volume is a cornucopia of responses by UCL colleagues to 

an object. Each one is informed by knowledge, yet each one springs out of wonder, love and gratitude. As 
you read each essay and look at the object that inspired it, you will, we hope, be inspired to come and see 
the object in person and to wander through our museums, taking the time to look long enough to see and to 
create your own personal memories from the objects.

Primate skeletons on permanent vigil over the Grant Museum.

Bringing together art and science, objects and people in the heart of UCL, 
the 2010 temporary exhibition Ink in the North Lodge.
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Collie tube
1900 

Norman Collie (1859–1942) 
Glass and mercury, diameter approx. 28 cm

UCL Chemistry Department Collections

The Collie Tube
Professor Andrea Sella & Professor Alwyn Davies FRS
Department of Chemistry

S , the Department of Chemistry’s draughtsman, John Cresswell, drew our attention 
to an odd piece of glassware that had languished among a collection of artefacts and odds and ends. 
The object is a glass tube lovingly shaped into a ring, with constrictions set at intervals along its 

appears otherwise empty. Departmental legend has it that the device was made by the chemist Norman Collie 

The astonishing property of this device is revealed when it is shaken: the sloshing of the mercury is 

across the surface of the glass. This behaviour was so unexpected that for several days members of 

glass-blower, Brian Humm, turned up a second, rather smaller, tube, which he had made as an 
apprentice. More scuttling about in the dark revealed that this tube only gave the greenish light, 

older tube, on the other hand, are due to neon. Collie was not one of the discoverers of neon 
(although he is sometimes credited with the invention of the neon lamp beloved of advertisers 
everywhere), but the neon in the tube must date from shortly after the heroic discovery of the 

astronomer Picard in 1676, and further studied by Daniel Bernoulli in 1700. Collie himself 
1 More 

recently, Professor Seth Putterman and his colleagues at the University of California, Los Angeles, 
reinvestigated the phenomenon.2

glass surface, electrostatic charge is produced and separated, causing an attraction of the mercury to 

by the production of a burst of soft x-rays, and the transient excitation of the surrounding molecules, 

the shocks you get from a doorknob after walking on a carpet, remain quite poorly understood. As the great 
we suppose. It is queerer than we 

can suppose.’

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London (82, 1909), p.378. 

 

of mercury on glass’, Nature (391, 1998), p.266.
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Cinnabar:  
 ‘A beautifully red stoney 
substance that breaks into 
shining bright, angular pieces’1

Dr Ruth Siddall
Department of Earth Sciences

C
not particularly common but it is abundant in many of the localities in which it occurs. It is most commonly 
encountered in two main geological environments: in association with the mineralization of gold veins and as 
a product of volcanically driven geothermal activity; therefore it is found in the vicinity of certain hot springs. 
More often than not, cinnabar occurs as earthy masses and is often associated with native mercury, quicksilver, 
which bleeds out of the host rock. In some instances, as in the image here, cinnabar forms relatively large, 
well-developed, transparent crystals. This example is in association with the mineral dolomite and comes from 
Hunan Province in China. 

Despite cinnabar’s inadequacy as a gem, its beautiful colour remains desirable. The softness of this mineral 

been prized as a pigment which, when mixed with a medium, produces an intense red paint. Notwithstanding 
the risks of mercury poisoning, cinnabar-based paints have been valued by almost every global culture.

Earliest uses of cinnabar as a pigment are in the Neolithic wall-paintings of Çatalhöyük in central Anatolia. In 

Romans, cinnabar obtained from the mines of Almaden in Spain was one of the most valuable commodities. Prices 
were capped by law at 70 sesterces a pound to stop costs spiraling out of all proportion. At over ten times the price 
for a high-quality red ochre, cinnabar was a symbol of wealth and taste. This is the colour that gave us the phrase 

During the European Renaissance, the value of cinnabar was second only to that of blue pigment ultramarine. 
It was used to paint the robes of cardinals and those of the Madonna. The technique of manufacturing this 

strong, dense and beautiful red. 
However cinnabar and vermillion are not the perfect reds. Some forms of cinnabar turn black when exposed 

to light. The exact mechanisms for this remain obscure; however it is likely to be related to trace amounts of 
chlorine in the crystal structure. Nevertheless this unfortunate property was described by the Roman architect 

unsightly black. 

1.  H. Boerhaave, Elementa Chemiae (Leiden, 1732).
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Cinnabar on dolomite
Hunan Province, China
Length 8 cm
UCL Geology Collections
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The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology.
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Jeremy Bentham mourning ring
1832

Gold, diameter 1.5 cm
UCL Art Museum

Lord of the (Bentham) Rings
Professor Philip Schofield
Faculty of Laws

T The Lord of the Rings

 The Works 
of Jeremy Bentham.

Collected Works of Jeremy Bentham
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Blue faience keeled kohl pot
about 2200 BC 

Faience, diameter 4.9 cm
UCL Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology

LDUCE-UC18926

Tangled up in blue?
Dr Anne Lanceley
Institute for Women’s Health

I  the accidental beauty that this object generated, placed next to pale alabaster and 
some honey-coloured beads in the Petrie Museum. Once I had seen the tiny pot with its rich dark 
blue glaze it kept slipping back into my mind to represent wholeness and in some small way a victory 

of intimacy over sterility and humanity over inhumanity. This very small everyday object, which would 
have been held close for the application of kohl to an Egyptian eye, or perhaps scented oils to a troubled 
brow, had well and truly chosen me. Its thick dark glaze evoked the lapis lazuli I first encountered when 
travelling in central Asia as a teenager. Spidery labels and marks on the pot reveal it was from excavations 

of the Nile, sixty kilometres or so north of Luxor. Attracted to the romance of this archaeology, I grew 
slightly nervous as I gazed at the object, as if it had begun to show itself for a conscious thing, watching 
my state with enigmatic grace. 

Over the several months this book has been in the making I have returned to the kohl pot in my mind 
and been surprised by the direction of my thoughts in relation to it. These have centred on my choice of 
work with women with cancer; how I feel caring for ill women; and how I understand and attempt to deal 
with my own feelings in order to continue my nursing work and research. My desire to nurse and improve 

so satisfying to me I think because symbolically it represents repair. The value and pleasure of the object 
is the result of the craftsman successfully overcoming his internal conflicts and anxieties in order to make 
it. The object is restorative to me in its simplicity and completeness, and it provides comfort. I instinctively 
identify with its smallness and I feel hopeful when I look at it, for despite its smallness it has survived. The 
object has been so beautifully crafted it provides me with a creative, life-affirming counterbalance to loss, 
which is an inherent part of my work. Beholding the pot is therefore an act of reclamation.

The pot punches an emotional weight far above its size and is an utter delight to my eye. 
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Fleming valve glass lantern slide
Glass, 8.3 x 8.3 cm

UCL Electronic and Electrical Engineering
LDUSC-EE222

Valve: an electrical romance
Professor Anthony Finkelstein 
Dean of the Faculty of Engineering

I radio that I had salvaged from the loft. It had a distinctive smell, when switched on, of dust burning on the 
valves. Now when I smell this I am transported, as Proust with his madeleine, to my childhood.

told us the truth we had not been allowed to know. But my favourites as I drifted towards sleep were the 
numbers stations: just above the static, at the far end of the dial, punctuated sequences of numbers in distant 

identifying the stations. Messages to spies, perhaps, beamed to my small, suburban bedroom.

it gave a loud click. Though the dial would go dark, the valves, visible through the vents on the top of the radio 

supposedly secret, listening. 
I built my own radio, of course, with components from Radio Spares. Not using valves it lacked, how shall 

I put it, sensuality. Soldering was fun, though. I listened to it crouched under the sink where I had, to my 

catch Radio 1, listening to Mud and The Sweet, until the discomfort of my position led me to abandon it and go 

consigned it to the bin.
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Portrait of a Man in His Shirtsleeves
1919. Ivy MacKusick 

Oil on canvas, 76.2 x 50.8 cm
UCL Art Museum

LDUCS_5090

Black Life in London
Dr Caroline Bressey
Department of Geography & Director of the Equiano Centre

I looking out, sitting in the chair in his shirtsleeves in a studio, somewhere in the Slade 

hang down rather awkwardly from the ends of his shirtsleeves. He looks out beyond the gaze of those 
picturing his presence. I look into his face, seeking to read his mind. Uncovering the lives of black working 
men and women in inter-war London beyond the lines of census statistics is hard. I try to unpick the thoughts 
forming behind the stillness of his dark alert eyes. 

Perhaps he is thinking about what he will cook for dinner that evening in the lodging-house kitchen, once 

he has returned from the front; his oldest daughter struggling bringing up a child alone as her husband 
never came home. The year after the end of the war to end all wars has proved to be violent and bloody. 

had shaken their heads in disbelief. By August, South Shields, Salford, Hull, London, Liverpool, Newport, 

African, Indian, Chinese, Caribbean and Arab neighbours. No one knew how many people had been injured 
or if it was all really over yet. Five people had been killed. They said over two hundred had been arrested, but 

to get by. When Charles Wootton was chased into the waters of the Queens Dock in Liverpool the police 
were there on the banks, but they didn’t arrest anyone then. He had been just twenty-four, only two years 
younger than his son. 

In his mind the man straightens his back and lifts his chin a little higher. He is proud but tired now. The studio 
is quiet and still and safe. But perhaps the riots haven’t erupted in London yet. Perhaps sitting for a class is just 
a better way to pass the time than sitting in the pub, a way to make some extra money while sitting in a chair, 
in his shirtsleeves, in a studio, somewhere in the Slade in 1919.
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Magic lantern slide projector
Late 19th century

Brass, wood, tin, 32 x 20 x 39 cm
UCL Physics Collection

LDUSC-PHYSC-63

Laterna Scandinavica: 
Encounters with still and 
moving images
Dr Claire Thomson
Department of Scandinavian Studies 

A , 1840. The sculptor Bertel Thorvaldsen has been persuaded to sit for a daguerrotype 
portrait. By a quirk of over-exposure, the relief sculpture beside Thorvaldsen will be obliterated  
when the image is developed. Meanwhile, every detail of the leaves behind him, motionless in the  

still air, will be captured for posterity in the daguerrotype’s alchemy of silver and mercury. Thorvaldsen is 
making the Italian corno
eye.

Winter 1894, Dornach, Switzerland. August Strindberg is working feverishly on a technique that will achieve what 

eye or lens. His attempt to capture the sun has resulted in a photographic 

paper lie on the window sill, directly exposed to the night sky for forty-
celestograph emerges from the developing bath, 

he will see whorls of galaxies, and a moon misshapen like a bean. He will 
conclude that this image, free from the demonic interference of the lens, 
shows the luminaries as they really are: not round. 

Denmark, Tsar Nicholas II, Princess Alexandra, Prince Edward and 
King George of Greece gather for a commemorative photograph. 
The photographer, Peter Elfelt (né Petersen), has brought with him 

down the steps and the crowned heads of Europe laugh and tease 
each other. In a few moments, the lively bodies on the steps will be 

photograph has been forever set in motion by the moving image that 

images is .
A Danish man disembarks at Christiania harbour, his infant son in his arms. It is 1905. Soon, the title Håkon 
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and farmers to encounter their new king and their urban compatriots, living and moving via the miracle of 

Christmas 1927. The nine-year-old Ingmar Bergman crouches in his nursery closet, assembling the magic 
lantern he has bartered from his older brother for the price of a few tin soldiers. The apparatus is lit by an 

laterna magica throws an image onto the closet’s 
white wall: there is a woman in a meadow, dressed in national costume, and she is moving.
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UCL Art Museum.
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Lunar Orbiter 1 image of the Earth from the Moon
Photographic print

UCL Regional Planetary Image Facility

What are we proud of ?
Professor Jonathan Butterworth
Department of Physics & Astronomy 

T  of our home planet, Earth, taken from a lunar orbiter.

Firstly, while I am not a religious person, I was brought up as a Christian and I know the value in the 

can do it. This image does it. All the business and busyness of everyday life are in that slim crescent. It may 
seem overwhelming from down here, but surely we can cope. It doesn’t diminish the value of the things we 

and a sense of wonder.

How would we react? What do we have to show for ourselves, a struggling species on an island in space?
I carry out research at the multinational CERN laboratory, in Geneva, Switzerland. The Large Hadron 

Thousands of people from all around the world, funded by contributions from billions of people, work 

travel in is 27 km long. The experiments weigh thousands of tonnes and produce about 15 million gigabytes 
of data per year. In 2012 we discovered a new particle which may be responsible for the mass, the substance, 
of all fundamental particles. 

The project is a sign of our desire to understand, a desire manifest across many amazing areas of research, of 
which particle physics is just an example. But the scale of this project is unique, and the vision and international 
cooperation required to realise it are stunning. I would take the alien visitor to see it.

As a planet, as a species, we have terrible problems. Tragedy, cruelty and stupidity are common and 
we could and should do much better. But while we can come together to do something like this, we have 
something at least to be proud of. 

And reason to hope.
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Variola and Psoriasis
Paris, 1829

Robert Carswell (1793–1857)
Watercolour on paper, 45 x 55.5 cm 

UCL Library Special Collections. Fd 353 [21.] 

Facing Skin Disease:  
a dermatological watercolour  
by Robert Carswell
Dr Mechthild Fend
Department of History of Art 

A cushions in which a colourful head stands out. Framed by a scarf with a lively pattern of purple stripes, 
the face displays white spots on reddish skin. Eyes show through swollen lids without addressing the 

headdress and tricolore earring suggest we are looking at a woman) is 
tucked into her bed, and the manner in which the draughtsman took 
care with rendering the stripes of the scarf and a curl that escapes 
the head-cloth, allowing the eye to be distracted from the disease. 
Upon further contemplation, the oddities of the drawing come to 
the fore: the unveiled legs are small in relation to the head and neck; 
they are crossed in a distorted way and seem strangely detached 
from the upper trunk. It is a composite image, loosely held together 
by the sheet running diagonally through the watercolour hiding the 
suture between the body parts. The division is underlined by small 
inscriptions placed at right angles to each other and twice naming 
two distinct diseases: Variola and Psoriasis. What are we to make of 

the sheet of paper and demonstrating one disease on a head and 
another on legs?

According to an inscription on the verso, the watercolour 
was drawn by the Scottish anatomist Robert Carswell in 1829 at 
the Hôpital Saint-Louis in Paris. This 17th-century hospital had 

the major site for the formation of dermatology in France. Jean-
Louis Alibert, who founded the dermatological school there, had from 1806 produced a set of publications on 
skin disease, including many that depict diseases in a portrait-like manner. What is particular about Carswell’s 
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medical watercolours, though, is that the anatomist himself made the drawings. The image in question here is 
only one of almost a thousand delineations (as the author himself called them) by Carswell kept in UCL Special 
Collections today and mostly depicting morbid phenomena observed upon autopsy. Carswell produced 

Pathological Anatomy, in order to provide visual material for his teaching.
I am looking at this image as an art historian with a research interest in the history of skin and its 

representation, and it is one of my favourites among Carswell’s watercolours because it doesn’t cease to 
move and puzzle me. As it sits uncomfortably between a portrait of a patient and a portrait of a disease, it 
challenges assumptions about portraiture and prompts questions about the ways in which we engage with 
images of faces.
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Glass jar of moles, Talpa europaea
Glass, moles, bakelite lid, height 30 cm

Grant Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy UCL
LDUCZ-Z2754

The Jar of Moles: Twitter 
celebrities and visitors’ favourite
Professor Claire Warwick
Department of Information Studies 

F  of an object from UCL’s collections was remarkably easy to make. It had to be the 

for me to give a lecture about digital humanities, social media or public engagement without the moles 
worming their way into it somehow. 

obscurity, packed together in a jar, with only each other to talk to. Exactly what they discussed we shall never know. 
Then came the move of the Grant Museum to its new site. As part of this project we in the UCL Centre for 

Digital Humanities collaborated with UCL Museums and the Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis to create an 

interactive labels, visitors can respond to questions posed by the Grant’s curators. 

used the iPads to tell us about what they liked about the museum: and it became 
very clear, very quickly, that what they liked was the moles. 

This was the opportunity the moles had been waiting for. Like many new 
celebrities they were keen to make their opinions heard and to connect with their 
adoring public on Twitter. Here, as @GlassJarofMoles, they have proved articulate 
and quirky, unafraid to court controversy, champion causes in which they believe, 
or tell jokes. In other words they have become a Twitter sensation. They were one 
of the stars of the #MuseumMascot day, a Twitter conversation involving creatures 
alive, extinct, and at various points between, from museums all over the world.

So far, so whimsical. Yet there is a serious side to the moles. Their prominence 
is evidence of the profound changes in the relationship between museums, their 

Grant’s curators now know far more about what visitors like, and want to see. As a 
result they can respond to visitor demand in a way that was previously impossible. 
QRator has given visitors a voice they previously lacked.

The use of Twitter by the moles, and other mascots, allows museums to make 
new connections with visitors and to maintain them after physical visits have ended. Children, in particular, love 
the idea of tweeting to an animal, and the medium allows the museum to inform visitors in a friendly non-didactic 
way. It allows visitors to reach through the virtual glass case and interact with the exhibits that inhabit them. The 
moles have become symbolic of the way that academics, technologists, museum professionals, and, yes, their 
exhibits, can connect with the public in a way that would have been impossible in a purely analogue world. It is 
no surprise, then, that they are my, and so many other people’s, most memorable UCL museum object. 
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Welcome to Elizabethan 
London
Professor Helen Hackett
Department of English

O , a young woman of twenty-six processed through the streets of London to be 
crowned at Westminster Abbey. As Queen Elizabeth I she would become one of England’s longest 
reigning and most renowned monarchs. Her journey to her coronation, cheered on by loyal subjects, 

was remarkably like a modern royal event, including crowd-pleasing moments: 

How many nosegays [small bouquets] did her grace receive at poor women’s hands? How oft-times 

given to her grace with a supplication by a poor woman about Fleet Bridge, was seen in her chariot till 
her grace came to Westminster.1
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Plan of London, from Civitates Orbis Terrarum (vol. I)
1572
Franz Hogenberg (1549–90); Georg Braun (born 1542)
Engraving with hand colour, 39.5 x 52.4 cm
UCL Art Museum
LDUCS_4787

Tower of London in the east (to the right of the map). She went west through the densely built City of London, 
viewing pageants along the way; then followed the Strand, the road curving round the bend of the River 
Thames, to arrive at Westminster (at bottom left of the map) for her coronation. 

Elizabethan London comprised two cities: the City of London 
to the east, the commercial centre; and Westminster to the west, 

of the City are visible on the map, surrounded by striking amounts of 
rural green space, all now absorbed into our present-day metropolis. 
Yet we can also see how London was already spreading beyond its 
walls. Over the course of Elizabeth’s reign it would almost double in 
size to reach a population of 200,000.

On the south bank of the Thames we can see two circular 
structures, pits for bull- and bear-baiting. They were in this fringe 
location, outside the boundaries and jurisdiction of the City, because 
the City authorities strongly disapproved of such idle activities. By 
the end of Elizabeth’s reign they were joined on Bankside by the 
equally disreputable playhouses, including Shakespeare’s Globe. 
Only one bridge, London Bridge, linked the two riverbanks at this 
time; boats were the other means of crossing, and the Thames 
was also the main thoroughfare of the city, as we can see from the 
many vessels busily plying the water in Hogenberg’s map.

It is surprising to learn that Hogenberg probably never visited 
London. This was one of hundreds of maps of world cities that he 
produced for a volume published in Germany. He got some things 
wrong: the Tower of London is fairly unrecognisable; and Old St Paul’s 
(right in the centre) by this time had no spire. However, Hogenberg 
had good sources, and the map’s level of detail encourages us to 

our way around. A group of amiable Londoners in the foreground welcomes us to their city.

1.  Germaine Warkentin (ed.). The Queen’s Majesty’s Passage and Related Documents. Tudor and Stuart Texts (Toronto: Centre for 

Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 2004), p.94.
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X-ray
1896

15.7 x 13 cm
UCL Chemistry Collections

LDUSC-CHEM-105

Seeing is believing
Professor Sir John Tooke
Vice-Provost (Health) 

V  being’s most precious sense and also the most sensitive. Since the beginning of 
the science and art of medicine, doctors have relied upon their powers of observation to diagnose 
countless illnesses. From characteristic rashes and the colour of the skin to facial expression and 

body movement, vision provides the doctor with evidence of diseases as varied as chicken pox, jaundice and 
Parkinson’s disease.

time to view what lay beneath the skin, where most pathology occurs. From that point the advance of medical 
science has accelerated, with modern imaging a crucial, largely non-invasive addition to the doctor’s diagnostic 
(and therapeutic) skills.

For these reasons I view the x-rays taken by Norman Collie, professor of Organic Chemistry, who came 
to UCL in 1887, as a genuine landmark in the history of medicine, ushering in an era of remarkable medical 
discovery. Collie had completed his PhD in Würzberg and happened to be there in December 1895 when 
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William Röntgen, German physicist, accidentally discovered the penetrating power of x-rays. When Collie 
returned to UCL he carried out a number of tests, often x-raying animals. But it was the x-ray he performed 
in February 1896, on an actress who had a needle stuck in her thumb, that marks the turning point in the 

Kingdom, if not in the world.
Since those early days imaging science has grown enormously at UCL, with several groups that are 

international centres of excellence in their own right. The Centre for Advanced Biomedical Imaging 
develops novel imaging technologies using a wide range of physical principles including photo acoustic 
and magnetic resonance. The Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging allows the interrogation of the 
function of the brain as well as structure. These advances rely on the close co-operation of scientists 
drawn from the physical sciences, engineering and computing as well as medicine, an interdisciplinary 
approach which is a hallmark of UCL’s approach to the resolution of really challenging problems, heralded 
by Collie’s departmental origins.

on medical advance we tend to think of new drugs and surgical methods, none of these would be possible 
without the huge developments in medical imaging.

peaks in Asia, Europe and America. It is perhaps then little surprise that he pioneered the use of x-rays in a 
clinical setting and in so doing opened medical eyes to the mysteries that lie beneath the body’s surface.
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The Rock Room.



Base fragment of an industrial pottery vessel
Memphis, Egypt, Ptolemaic period, 323–30  BC

Clay, 13.5 x 3 cm
UCL Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology

LDUCE-UC47311

A casserole of Egyptian blue
Professor Thilo Rehren
UCL Qatar

Serves plenty – the highlight in any dining room or banquet

Ingredients 

Preparation

Baking

Serving suggestion

Special tip 
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Shakespeare. King Richard the Second. Act IV, Scene I after Brown, M.
Date unknown

Smith, Benjamin (1775–1833)
Engraving, 49.8 x 63.2 cm

UCL Art Museum
LDUCS_4619

The unmaking of a king,  
the making of Shakespeare
Dr Chris Laoutaris
Department of English

T  the unmaking of a king. One of a series of Shakespeare-related rare artworks held 

Engraved by Benjamin Smith, it records the scene in Shakespeare’s Richard II during which the king 
of the play’s title relinquishes his throne to his usurping cousin Henry Bolingbroke. In a poignant reversal of 
the sacred rites of the coronation ceremony, Richard divests himself of the most potent emblems of his regal 
authority: the crown and sceptre. The print’s symmetrical composition, bisected by the contested crown, 
mirrors Shakespeare’s conception of the breath-taking moment when the balance of power is momentarily 
suspended before its tragic tipping point:

Here, cousin, seize the crown. Here, cousin,
On this side my hand, and on that side thine.
Now is this golden crown like a deep well

The emptier ever dancing in the air,
The other down, unseen and full of water.
That bucket down and full of tears am I,
Drinking my griefs whilst you mount up on high.1

There is another, hidden, story to be read in this engraving: that of Shakespeare’s developing status as national 
poet and dramatist in the late 18th century. Smith’s print was part of a grand project orchestrated by John 

the French had presented the works of their distinguished authors to the world in a much more respectable 
manner than the English had done’.2 Spurred on by these developments in continental literary culture and 
art, John Boydell resolved to energise British history painting, and exploit a potential international market for 
English prints, by commissioning new illustrated editions of Shakespeare’s plays.

On 4 May 1789 John Boydell and his nephew opened the Shakespeare Gallery in London’s Pall Mall, 
showcasing the talents of the artists involved in this ambitious publishing venture. The gallery drew attention 
to the work not only of British artists, like Joshua Reynolds and Benjamin West, but of painters and engravers 
who had been attracted to England’s art scene, such as the Swiss artist Henry Fuseli, the Swiss-Austrian 
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raise the reputation of British art was therefore not an insular one, but was realised through cross-national 
collaboration and exchange. 

When I take students to the UCL Art Museum to see the engravings which grew out of John Boydell’s vision, 

towards the making of the globally recognisable face of the Shakespeare we all know today.

1.  William Shakespeare (ed. Charles R. Forker), Richard II 

2.  Joseph Farington (ed. Kenneth Garlick, Angus Macintyre et al.), The Diary of Joseph Farington volume III (Yale University Press, 1979).



Scholarship, extinction and  
the Irish Elk
Professor Mary Collins
Dean of the Faculty of Life Sciences

T
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Subfossil skull and antlers of giant deer, Megaloceros giganteus
117 x 261 x 152 cm
Grant Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy UCL
LDUCZ-Z800

conditions. For my next job I decided to go to a brand new Institute at MIT in Boston. The Grant Museum 
was a good place to concentrate and that was where I wrote my fellowship applications. 

the Nobel Prize’. The director was the most competitive person I’ve ever met, even in softball games. The 
building was state of the art, designed to foster interactions; there was a Frank Stella painting in our corridor. 
Junior researchers at the Institute worked all night.

My zoologist friends tell me that the Irish Elk isn’t an elk, or a moose as my Bostonian colleagues would 
have had it, and it isn’t particularly Irish. It was a close relative of the fallow deer, and was possibly the 
largest deer that ever lived. It roamed across the whole of northern Eurasia during the Pleistocene and 
early Holocene, disappearing from the fossil record around 8,000 years ago. Irish Elk appear in the famous 
hunting scene paintings in the caves at Lascaux, France; and although there are still those who take a 

played a key role in its demise.
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Silica aerogel sample
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2006 

Steve M. Jones 
Silica nano foam, 6.5 cm

UCL Institute of Making Materials Library

Silica Aerogel
Professor Mark Miodownik
Department of Mechanical Engineering

A





In Carum Lucretium poetam commentarii a Ioanne Baptista Pio editi
Paris, 1514

Titus Carus Lucretius 
Paper, bound in leather, 33 cm 

UCL Library Special Collections
SRC Quarto 1514 L8

Honey for the soul and  
for scholarship
Professor Gesine Manuwald 
Department of Greek & Latin 

U







The Octagon Gallery.



A lute player on the Nile 
Janet Picton
Institute of Archaeology

nfrt ankh



Cosmetic spoon
Sedment, Egypt, late Dynasty 18, about 1350 BC
Wood, 21 x 6.35 cm
UCL Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology
LDUCE-UC14365



Blaschka model of squid, Sepiotuthis sicula
Mid-19th century, Dresden

Leopold Blaschka (1822–95) and Rudolf Blaschka (1857–1939)
Glass, gum arabic, hide glue, animal wool, paint and damar, length 13.5 cm

Grant Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy UCL
LDUCZ-R77

Life in glass
Dr Petra Lange-Berndt 
Department of History of Art 

D

Radiolaria Art Forms of Nature





Greenough members’ book
1904

Paper and card, width when closed 30 cm
UCL Geology Collections

Digging a little deeper:  
The Greenough Society 
Members’ Book
Professor David Price 
Vice-Provost (Research)

M

Married Love
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The importance of being blonde
Dr Carole Reeves 
Centre for the History of Medicine

T HIRTY SAMPLES of synthetic dyed ‘hair’ in a metal container, manufactured in Germany in around 
1905 to the design of Eugen Fischer. Is it a hairdresser’s sample box; or a wig-maker’s swatch tin; or 
a killing machine? 

and chemicals, audio tapes and sticking plasters, agricultural chemicals and life-saving medicines, including the 

synthetic colourful locks foresees how it too will change the world. For within this container are represented 

Race science comes of age in the 1920s and 1930s. At UCL, Karl Pearson, professor of Eugenics, uses Fischer’s 
hair scale to examine children of Russian and Polish Jewish immigrants. He concludes they are undesirable 
aliens, inferior to the native race. At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Anthropology in Berlin, Professor Eugen 

– disguise the America with state laws that forbid marriage between white and black; forbid a child with ‘one 
drop of negro blood’ to mix with white children.



Haarfarbentafel
Date unknown
Copper-nickel-zinc alloy box, dyed synthetic hair samples 40.5 x 11.5 x 2 cm
UCL Galton Collection
LDUGC-GALT040



Painted limestone Greek statuette of standing male figure
Naukratis, Egypt, Dynasty 26, about 600 BC

Limestone, 23.3 x 6.8 x 5.8 cm
UCL Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology

LDUCE-UC16469

The Little Big Man 
Professor Michael Worton 
Vice-Provost (International) 

A
Typical Men

kouros

kouros

kouros
kouros





The Grant Museum of Zoology.





Fluid-preserved bat, Platyrrhinus lineatus
14 x 16 cm

Grant Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy UCL
LDUCZ-Z625

Green Teeth
Professor Susan Collins
The Slade School of Fine Art

B
Platyrrhinus lineatus

Jaws

Platyrrhinus lineatus





Bone calendar or tally device 
Tell Fara, 1000–523 BC

Ivory, length 8.2 cm
UCL Institute of Archaeology Collections

LDUCAC-EVII.21/74

Counting time with peg holes
Professor Sacha Stern 
Department of Hebrew & Jewish Studies

T

parapegmata

decads

Calendars in Antiquity
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Grain samples
Abu Hureyra, Neolithic 8000–6000 BC

UCL Institute of Archaeology Collections

Urban transitions: looking back, 
looking forward
Professor Caren Levy & Dr Adriana Allen 
The Bartlett Development Planning Unit

J Invisible Cities





Childe’s notebooks
Professor Stephen Shennan
Institute of Archaeology

P

The Dawn of European Civilisation



Gordon Childe notebooks 
London, 1920–30
UCL Institute of Archaeology Collections

The 
Danube in Prehistory



Shabti of Wsr-h3t
Dynasty 18, about 1400 BC

Limestone, 18 x 8.4 cm
UCL Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology

LDUCE-UC39694

More than just an enigmatic face
Professor Stuart Robson
Department of Civil, Environmental & Geomatic Engineering

T





The Flaxman Gallery.





Right-hand rule glass lantern slide
Date unknown

Glass, 8.3 x 8.3 cm
UCL Electronic and Electrical Engineering Collection

LDUSC-CC465

Fleming’s Hand Rule
Dr John Mitchell
Department of Electronic & Electrical Engineering

A





Sheep Pig doorstop
Purchased in London, date unknown 

Clay, diameter 18 cm
UCL Centre for Advanced Spacial Analysis

Tweeting Sheep Pig
Dr Andrew Hudson-Smith 
The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis 

S
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Silver punch-bowl, salver and goblets 
1909

Silver, punch-bowl height 40cm and diameter 20cm;  
goblet height 6cm and diameter 4cm. 

UCL School of Slavonic and East European Studies

The Pares Silver 
Dr Robin Aizlewood
School of Slavonic and East European Studies

O
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Phoenician head pendant 
Tell Jemmeh, 500–300 BC

Length 2.5 cm
UCL Institute of Archaeology Collections 

LDUAC-EXXXVI.25/35

Phoenician glass pendant
Dr Rachael Thyrza Sparks
Institute of Archaeology

T

bakshish





Jeremy Bentham’s auto-icon
1832–3

Bone, wax, wool, straw, wood, leather, copper wire,  
glass eyeballs, human hair, 150 x 50 cm

Bentham Collection

Bentham himself
Professor Paul F. Snowdon
Department of Philosophy 

O
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The A. G. Leventis Galley at Institute of Archaeology.





Deed of conveyance for Intef ’s son Mery
From the town site near al-Lahun, Fayoum governorate, Egypt, year 37 of King 

Amenemhat III, about 1818 BC
Papyrus, 18.7 x 35 cm

UCL Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology
LDUCE-UC32037

The deed of conveyance of Mery
Professor Stephen Quirke
Institute of Archaeology

E

 imet-per
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By the River
1935

Stanley Spencer (1891–1959)
Oil on canvas, 106.7 x 147.3 cm

UCL Art Museum
LDUCS_5045

Stanley Spencer’s By the River
Professor John Mullan
Department of English

I
Nativity

By the River Nativity
By the River





Cast of pliosaur, Thalassiodracon hawkinsi
Plaster, cement and wood, 194 x 101 cm

Grant Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy UCL
LDUCZ-X227

Thalassiodracon
Professor Joe Cain
Department of Science & Technology Studies

H

Thalassiodracon





Institute of Making, Materials Library.
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